CONCEPT TO SUPPORT TDL BARS AND GLASS AT BUTT GLAZED CORNERS. THIS IS A CONCEPT ONLY, INSTALLER RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING TENSION BAR SIZES, QUANTITY, LOCATIONS, WEATHER SEALING AND STRUCTURAL SUPPORT.

1. 3800-T HEAD
   SCALE: 3"=1'

2. 3800-T TDL BAR
   SCALE: 3"=1'

3. 3800-T TDL BAR
   SCALE: 3"=1'

4. 3800-T SILL
   SCALE: 3"=1'

5. BUTT GLAZING
   SCALE: 3"=1'

SCALE: AS NOTED

STRUCTURAL MEMBER/ REQUIREMENTS (NOT BY FLEETWOOD)
TENSION BAR/CABLE
SUPPORT DEAD LOAD AT TDL BARS
TDL BAR SUPPORT: ROD OR CABLE

ILLUSTRATION ONLY

3800-T ISOMETRIC VIEW
SCALE: 1/2"=1'
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